Abstract. Random forests are one of the most successful ensemble methods which exhibits performance on the level of boosting and support vector machines. The method is fast, robust to noise, does not overfit and offers possibilities for explanation and visualization of its output. We investigate some possibilities to increase strength or decrease correlation of individual trees in the forest. Using several attribute evaluation measures instead of just one gives promising results. On the other hand replacement of ordinary voting with voting weighted with margin achieved on most similar instances gives improvements which are statistically highly significant over several data sets.
Introduction
Several authors have noted that constructing ensembles of base learners can significantly improve the performance of learning. Bagging [1] , boosting [6] , random forests [2] and their variants are the most popular examples of this methodology. Boosting and random forests are comparable and sometimes better than state-of-the-art methods in classification and regression [10] .
The success of ensemble methods is usually explained with the margin and correlation of base classifiers [14, 2] . To have a good ensemble one needs base classifiers which are diverse (in a sense that they predict differently), yet accurate. The voting mechanism which operates on the top of base learners then ensures highly accurate predictions of the ensemble.
The AdaBoost algorithm constructs a series of base learners by weighting their training set of examples according to the correctness of the prediction. Correctly predicted examples have their weights decreased, and incorrect prediction results in the increased weight of an instance. In this way the subsequent base learners receive effectively different learning sets and gradually focus on the most problematic instances. Usually tree based models are used as base learners.
Random forests construct a series of tree-based learners. Each base learner receives different training set of n instances which are drawn independently with replacement from the learning set of n instances. The bootstrap replication of training instances is not the only source of randomness. In each node of the tree the splitting attribute is selected from a randomly chosen sample of attributes. Random forests are computationally effective and offer good prediction performance. They are proven not to overfit, and are less sensitive to noisy data compared to boosting. As the training sets of individual trees are constructed by bootstrap replication, there is on average 1/e ≈ 36.8% of instances not taking part in construction of the tree 1 . These instances, called out-ofbag instances are the source of data for useful internal estimates of error, strength and correlation. Breiman's homepage offers several tools for exploiting the power of these estimates and random forests.
In spite of apparent success of random forests methodology, we believe there is room for improvement. This paper describes some successful and some unsuccessful attempts to do so.
Individually, each of the base learners is a poor predictor. The random selection of attributes makes individual trees rather weak. Our first aim was to strengthen individual trees, without sacrificing variety between them or, alternatively increase variance without sacrificing strength. We partly succeeded in the first goal by using ReliefF algorithm for attribute estimation and in the second by using several different attribute evaluation measures for split selection. Another improvements stems from the voting mechanism. Not all trees are equally successful in labeling all instances. We use internal estimates to identify instances most similar to the one we wish to label and then weight the votes of the trees with the strength they demonstrate on these near instances. Improvements are demonstrated on several classification data sets.
Throughout the paper we use the notation where each learning instance is represented by an ordered pair (x, y), where each vector of attributes x consists of individual attributes A i , i = 1, ..., a, (a is the number of attributes) and is labeled with the target value y j , j = 1, ..., c (c is the number of class values). The correct class is denoted as y, without index. Each discrete attribute A i has values v 1 through v m i (m i is the number of values of attribute A i ). We write p(v i,k ) for the probability that the attribute A i has value v k , p(y j ) is the probability of the class y j , and p(y j |v i,k ) is the probability of the class y j conditioned by the attribute A i having the value v k .
The paper is organized into 6 sections. Section 2 contains some background on random forests, describes how strength and correlation are measured and shortly presents the databases and methodology we used to evaluate improvements. In Section 3 we propose using several attribute evaluation measures as split selectors to decrease correlation of trees in the forest. In Section 4 we analyze weighted voting. Section 5 contains evaluation of the proposed improvements on fresh data sets not used during development and Section 6 concludes the work.
Random Forests
Random forests as used by Breiman [2] consist of ensemble of K classifiers h 1 (x), h 2 (x), . . . , h K (x). Each classifier votes for one of the classes and an instance being classified is labeled with the winning class. We denote the joint classifier as h(x). Each training set of n instances is drawn at random with replacement from the training set of n instances. With this sampling called bootstrap replication, on average 36.8% of training instances are not used for building each tree. These out-of-bag instances come handy for computing an internal estimate of the strength and correlation of the forest.
Denote the set of out-of-bag instances for classifier h k as O k . Let Q(x, y j ) be the out-of-bag proportion of votes for class y j at input x and an estimate of P(h(x) = y j ):
where I(·) is the indicator function. The margin function measures the extent to which the average vote for the right class y exceeds the average vote for any other class:
It is estimated with Q(x, y) and Q(x, y j ). Strength is defined as the expected margin, and is computed as the average over the training set:
The average correlation is computed as the variance of the margin over the square of standard deviation of the forest:
where
is an out-of-bag estimate of P(h k (x) = y) and
is an out-of-bag estimate of P(h k (x) =ŷ j ) and
is estimated for every instance x in the training set with Q(x, y j ).
Breiman [2] uses unpruned decision trees as base classifiers and introduces additional randomness into the trees. Namely, in each interior node of each tree a subset of r attributes is randomly selected and evaluated with the Gini index heuristics. The attribute with the highest Gini index is chosen as split in that node.
We have implemented the random forests methodology in the framework of our learning system 2 . All presented tests were executed with the recommended values of the parameters for the forests (number of trees K = 100, number of randomly selected attributes in each node r = √ a, tree building is stopped when the number of instances in a node is 5 or less).
For evaluation of improvements we use the UCI data sets [11] from Breiman's paper and two additional parity problems: parity2 with two parity attributes, and parity3 with three parity attributes. Each of these parity problems contains also 10 random binary attributes. The characteristics of data sets are collected in Table 1 which contains information on the number of instances (n), number of classes (c), number of attributes (a), number of numeric (num) and nominal (nom) attributes, and the percentage of missing values (miss). All problems except three larger ones were evaluated with 10-fold cross-validation. For three larger problems we used predefined fixed splits to training and testing sets; for letters 15000 instances for learning, 5000 for testing, for sat 4435 for learning, 2000 for testing, and for zip 7291 for learning, 2007 for testing. For comparison of classifiers we use Wilcoxon signed-rank test, a non-parametric equivalent of paired t-test. Its advantage is that it does not require normal distributions or homogenity of variance. The price we pay for this is lower power of the test, so we risk that some differences will not be recognized as significant. Details of the tests can be found in [15] , and a discussion of their use in machine learning context in [4] . We compare the classification accuracy and the area under the ROC curve (AUC). For problems with more than two classes the AUC extension proposed by [7] is used. This extension evaluates separation of pairs of classes, which could be misleading in certain situations, e.g., in some folds we have noticed cases with perfect AUC score (1.0) but less than 100% classification accuracy.
Throughout the paper and our work with random forests we have used these data sets several times to evaluate improvements, which could lead to overfitting. To avoid this danger we introduce another set of learning problems, not used during the development, in Section 5 and test the final methods on them.
Our first aim was to increase strength or reduce correlation of the forests. We tackled this challenge with attribute evaluation.
Attribute Evaluation
Breiman uses Gini index as the feature evaluation measure in random forests. Gini index is fast but has some drawbacks compared to other heuristics (see [9] for detailed analysis), in particular it cannot detect strong conditional dependencies among attributes. If the problem is described with attributes where such dependencies arise (e.g., XOR type of attributes) the evaluation will be incorrect and resulting performance of classifier could be poor. The reason for this deficiency of Gini index is that it measures the impurity of the class value distribution before and after the split on evaluated attribute. In this way it assumes the conditional (upon the class) independence of attributes, evaluates each attribute separately and does not take the context of other attributes into account. The same behavior is typical for all impurity based measures (e.g., Gain ratio, DKM, MDL, j-measure). In problems which possibly involve much feature interactions these measures are not appropriate. The measure which solves this problem for classification problems is ReliefF [13] .
My first idea of using ReliefF in random forests was to evaluate attributes in the preprocessing step, and use the quality estimates as weights in the process of selecting subsample of attributes in each interior node of the tree. While this approach worked well for artificial problems with highly dependent attributes (parity problems) it on average increased the correlation between the trees and resulted in decreased performance. Another idea was to replace Gini as the sole attribute evaluation measure with several others and thereby decrease correlation but retain strength. This indeed was the case and we describe the exact procedure below.
The problem of attribute evaluation has received much attention in the machine learning and there are several measures for estimating attributes' quality. In classification problems the most popular are e.g., Gini index [3] , Gain ratio [12] , ReliefF [8] , MDL [9] , and DKM [5] . DKM is suitable only for two class problems, so we did not use it in our study.
Except ReliefF all these measures are impurity based, meaning that they measure impurity of the class value distribution. They are fast, demanding O(n · a) steps for the evaluation of a attributes. We included also Myopic ReliefF, which contrary to ReliefF, is also impurity based and possesses some interesting biases [9] . The general form of all impurity based measures is:
where i(y) is the impurity of class values before the split, and i(y|v i,k ) is the impurity of class values after the split on A i = v k, j . By subtracting the weighted impurity of the splits from the impurity of unpartitioned instances we measure gain in the purity of class values resulting from the split. Larger values of I(A i ) imply pure splits and therefore good attributes. We cannot directly apply these measures to numerical attributes, but we can use any of the number of discretization techniques first and then evaluate discretized attributes, or, as in our case where the binary trees are built, we simply take the maximum purity gain over all possible splits of the numeric attribute.
We briefly present measures we used, first the ones based on impurity followed by ReliefF.
Gini index is used in CART learning system [3] and because of its simplicity it is also the measure chosen by Breiman for random forests.
Gini(
Gain ratio [12] is implemented in C4.5 program and is the most often used impurity based measure. It is defined as
Its gain part tries to maximize the difference of entropy (which serves as the impurity function) before and after the split. To prevent excessive bias towards multiple small splits the gain is normalized with the attribute's entropy.
MDL is based on the Minimum Description Length principle and measures the quality of attributes as their ability to compress the data. The difference in coding length before and after the value of the attribute is revealed corresponds to the difference in impurity. Kononenko [9] has shown empirically that this criterion has the most appropriate bias concerning multi-valued attributes among a number of other impurity-based measures.
It is defined as:
Here n is the number of training instances, n i. the number of training instances from class i, n . j the number of instances with j-th value of given attribute, and n i j the number of instances from class i with j-th value of the attribute.
Myopic ReliefF [9, 13] is a byproduct of the analysis of ReliefF' behavior with large number of near instances. It is strongly correlated to Gini index but has additional normalization against multi-valued attributes and in case of multi-class problems: · n · a) , where m is the number of iterations. Details of the algorithm and its analysis can be found in [13] . We use it throughout this paper with its default settings, except for the number of iterations m, which we set to the log n to ensure fast execution needed for large number of evaluations in the trees. Nevertheless ReliefF is slower than impurity functions as it has to find nearest neighbors in O(n · a) steps even when the sample of attributes contains less than a attributes.
Forests with Several Evaluation Measures
In Table 2 we compare performance of two random forests variants. The standard one which uses Gini index as the sole attribute evaluation heuristic, and the modified one which uses five attribute evaluation measures (each fifth of the trees is build with different heuristics: Gini index, Gain ratio, MDL, Myopic ReliefF, or ReliefF). We present results for classification accuracy and AUC. For accuracy the difference over all data sets is significant at 0.2 level using Wilcoxon signed-rank test, while for AUC the differences are not significant.
While some improvement has been achieved we cannot be satisfied. Our further investigation were in the area of classification with the forests. 
Weighted Voting
A close investigation of the performance of individual trees on artificial data sets have shown that not all trees are equally responsible for incorrect classification of individual instances. This simple observation led to the idea that it would be useful to use only some selected trees in classification. The selection of trees was based on their performance on similar instances, but without success. Further refinement of this idea has led to weighted voting. For each instance we want to classify with the forest, we first find some of its most similar instances. Similarity is measured with the forests as in [2] . For that matter we keep track of the similarity for all the training instances. When classifying an instance I with one of the trees, all the training instances from the leaf node where I is classified into have their similarity score increased by one. As we repeat the procedure for all the trees the frequency of co-occurrence forms a measure of instance similarity. The same procedure is used by Breiman to detect prototypes and outliers. We select t most similar training instances and classify them with each tree where they are in the out-of-bag set. For each tree in the forest we measure margin (see Eq. (2)) on these similar out-of-bag instances. The trees with negative average margin are left out of classification. For final classification we use weighted voting of the remaining trees where weights are average margins on the similar instances when they are in the out-of-bag set. The algorithm demands O(n · K) additional space for saving information about n training instances in the leaves of the K trees. While learning time remains unchanged, the classification takes on average t/e times more time to classify t instances with the trees where they are in the out-of-bag set (this happens on average in 1/e ≈ 36.8% of the trees).
A few tests have shown that algorithm is quite robust to the selection of t, so we have set t = 30 which works satisfactory, but no systematic study was performed. In the left-hand side of Table 3 we present the accuracy and AUC of the forests with weighted voting (Gini with wv). If we compare these results with ordinary voting (see Gini columns in Table 2 ), we see that weighted voting is mostly better and never worse than ordinary voting. We executed Wilcoxon signed-ranks test to establish significance of the difference with ordinary voting. The results for accuracy and AUC are significant even at 0.001 level! An obvious thing to do is to combine the two successful improvements: several attribute estimators and weighted voting. We present these results in the right-hand side of Table 3 . Some improvements are observed but also slight degradation of performance on others. The differences are significant only compared to plain random forests (0.1 for accuracy and 0.2 for AUC) or random forests with 5 estimators (0.1 for accuracy, non significant for AUC) while they are nonsignificant compared to weighted voting.
The results indicate that weighted voting is clearly and significantly beneficial, while the positive effect of multiple estimators is not so convincing. Next Section tries to clarify this issue.
Evaluation on Fresh Data Sets
To avoid the overfitting resulting from the persistent use of data sets described in Table  1 , we introduce another set of 17 learning problems from UCI repository, not used during development. The criterion for choosing particular data sets is their availability in the format our system could read (or little effort to transform them into such format). Their characteristics are contained in Table 4 . We compare the performance of plain random forests with random forests with one or both of successful improvements: several attribute evaluation heuristics and voting weighted with the average margin on similar instances. The accuracy and AUC figures collected in Table 5 are calculated with 10-fold cross validation.
We can observe similar effects as before. The weighted voting causes strong boost in performance (significant at 0.001 level for accuracy and 0.01 for AUC), while several estimators show only a moderate nonsignificant improvement. The combination of both is significantly different to plain variant at 0.005 level for accuracy and at 0.1 level for AUC; it is different to several estimators variant at 0.1 level for accuracy and AUC. The overall best method is therefore weighted voting, while it looks that using several estimators is beneficial only for problems with strong conditional dependencies.
The t-test for this comparisons (and for the differences on the development data sets as well) would declare all the differences more significant. 
Conclusions
We investigate possibilities to improve the performance of random forests. First we propose the use of several attribute evaluation measures for split selection in the process of building the trees. This procedure decreases the correlation between the trees and retains their strength which results in slight increase of the method's performance. The improvement is especially visible on data sets with highly dependent attributes and the reason for this is the use of ReliefF algorithm.
The most important improvement in the performance of random forests is achieved by changing the mechanism of voting. When classifying a new instance with ordinary voting each tree casts a vote for one of the classes and the forest predicts the winning class. We propose first to estimate the average margin of the trees on the instances most similar to the new instance and then, after discarding the trees with negative margin, weight the trees' votes with the margin. Evaluation on several data sets has shown that this approach significantly improves accuracy and AUC.
Systematical testing of the number of similar instances used in the weighting remains further work. The results indicate that there is a room for improvement when using several attribute evaluation measures, but a further study of which estimators to use and how to combine them is necessary. Also a verification of the performance of weighted voting in the regression context is needed.
